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RKC Assessment / Management
Assessment
 7 areas surveyed with ~545 pot lifts
 Biomass estimated using Catch-Survey Analysis (CSA) 

model
Management plan
 Season November 1 – January 24
 Appropriate harvest rate
 Regional GHL set using survey biomass
 Pot limits based on GHL
 Minimum GHL threshold of 200,000 lbs legal crab
 Mark/Recapture expansion factor incorporated into biomass 

estimate
 Males only, 7-inch minimum CW
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 2021 The RKC stock assessment survey is conducted annually in 7 areas across Northern Southeast Alaska.  Results from this survey are used to develop biomass estimates for legal and mature male crab using a catch survey analysis model.  The current management plan includes a season from November 1-January 24, developing an appropriate harvest for each area and developing GHLs based on the percentage of legal crab while allowing for the long-term reproductive viability of the stock, pot limits based on GHL, for example in regulation if there is a GHL of at least 200,000 lbs then the maximum number pots than can be fished from a vessel is 20, we incorporate mark/recapture expansion factors into our biomass estimates, and it is a male only fishery with a minimum legal size of 7 inches CW



Southeast Alaska

Major Commercial Red King Crab 
Fishing Grounds
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The major RKC fishing grounds include: Pybus Bay, Gambier Bay, Seymour Canal, Holkham Bay, Juneau Area, Lynn Sisters, Excursion Inlet, Port Frederick, Peril Strait, and Rodman Bay.



Tagging Project:

 Collect growth and movement. 
 Tag is retained though the molt, placed in the isthmus muscle. 
 15 pots set in each bay in areas of high abundance. 
 Two bays: Seymour Canal and Excursion Inlet.

Seymour crab tagged: 2019 -- 134
2020 – 42
2021-- 1

Excursion crab tagged: 2019 -- 401
2020 – 242; 7 recaptures
2021– 154; 7 recaptures

 The department will continue to tag opportunistically on the survey. 
 If you catch a crab with a tag.

Release, if not legal.
Record Lat. Long. and tag # if you can.
There are No Rewards. 
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PU King Crab Permits
(outside 11-A)

 New permit system put into place 7/1/18

 Permits due June 23rd

 Statewide harvest survey from 2017:  527 crab

 2018 harvest from 2,265 permits: 1,637 crab

 2019 harvest from 2,772 permits: 1,107 crab

 2020 harvest from 3,410 permits: 1,211 crab

 2021 harvest from 1,349 permits: 302 (1,155 permits still fishing)

 Catch by species; 22 BKC, 51 GKC, 4,184 RKC 
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Presentation Notes
Updated 2021As you can see the new permit system is showing us a better view of the actual take from PU outside 11-A.  Since the inception of the permit in 2018 harvest has stayed relatively stable. 



11-A PU Harvest (#s of Crab)

2017/18 2,410 2,516 3,012 1,663 602 1,949 6,024 6,128

2018/19 0 0 2,168 1,343 434 1,142 2,602 2,485

2019/20 0 0 1,566 1,446 313 243 1,879 1,680

2020/21 0 0 1,527 1,203 305 103 1,832 1,306

2021/22 0 0 1,601 1,114 320 * 1,921
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Commercial fishery
Summer personal 

use fishery
Winter personal use 

fishery
Total allowable 

harvest

Season Allocation Harvest Allocation Harvest Allocation Harvest Target Harvest

* = Data still being gathered. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated for 2021.  The past four years there has been limited opportunity for PU and we have come in under the allocation.



RKC Biomass
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Presentation Notes
(updated 2021) Here is a graph displaying the biomass estimates for legal (black) and mature (gray) male crabs with commercial closures displayed with a triangle.  As you can see both legal and mature biomass declined slightly since last year. 



Pybus Bay
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Presentation Notes
Updated 2021For all the bays the graphs will be in the same order.  Top left we have post-recruit, pre-recruit- and recruit abundance. Underneath that we have the adjusted legal biomass in the dark dashed line, adjusted mature biomass in the straight non dashed line and harvest denoted by the open circles. Top right we have Juvenile male and female, and mature female abundance. Bottom right we have clutch health. Stock health decreased but remains below average.CPUE mature females are below their long-term average but not significantly so, Post-recruit, Recruit, Pre-recruit, juvenile males, and juvenile females are significantly below long-term averages. Egg percentage is at a normal level.Legal biomass decreased by 25% and mature decreased by 31% since 2020. Both remain low compared to historical levels. 



Gambier Bay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 2021Stock health increased from poor to below average.Pre-recruit and mature female CPUEs are significantly below their long-term averages. Juveniles female, juvenile male, and post-recruit male CPUEs are still below average but not significantly so. In the short term there was a significant increase in juvenile males and females. Legal biomass decreased 9% and mature male biomass decreased 9% since 2020.



Peril Strait

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 2021Stock health improved below average.All size and sex class except pre and post-recruit males CPUEs are significantly below their long-term averages. There was a significant short term increase in Juvenile and pre-recruit males. Legal biomass remained the same and mature male biomass increased 218% (due to the large increase in pre-recruits.



Seymour Canal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 2021Stock health decreased from to below average to poor.All size class CPUEs are significantly below their long-term averages. No pre-recruit or recruit crab sampled in 2021. Legal biomass decreased 28% and mature male biomass decreased 29%Based on survey results over the last few years it may be appropriate to reexamine the survey footprint and methods for Seymour.



Juneau Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 2021Stock health increased to above average from moderate.Only Pre-recruit CPUEs are significantly below their long-term averages. While juveniles (male and female) and post-recruit CPUE were at or above their long-term average. Mature females and recruits were at their long term average. Juvenile males and females CPUE showed a significant increase in the short term. Juvenile males are at their highest since the early 90s.Legal biomass increased 2.5% and mature male biomass increased 4.5%.  (based on the 2020 model output.



Lynn Sisters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updeated 2021Stock health remained moderate.All size and sex class CPUEs are near their long-term averages. There are significant increasing short-term trends in post-recruit CPUE. Legal biomass increased 20% and mature male biomass decreased 17%.



Excursion Inlet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Updated 2021Stock health remained poor.CPUEs of all size/sex are significantly below their long-term averagesThere are no significant short-term trends. Legal biomass decreased 11% and mature male biomass estimates decreased 16%.



Survey area AdjustedLeg
al Crab

AdjustedM
ature

biomass

Mature 
harvest 

rate
Total GHL Personal 

use catch

2021  
Commercial   

GHL

Pybus Bay 116,874 122,427 0% 0 0 0

Gambier Bay 53,293 58,281 0% 0 0 0

Seymour 
Canal 158,946 158,946 0% 0 0 0

Peril Strait 15,963 58,946 0% 0 0 0

Juneau Area 308,746 377,095 7.0% 26,397 15,838 10,559

Lynn Sisters 46,965 69,252 0% 0 0 0

Excursion 
Inlet 54,550 65,785 0% 0 0 0

Other Areas 675,226 814,141 10% 81,414 1,000 80,414

Blue King 
Crab 8,007 9,654 0

Total 1,438,571 1,734,528 90,973
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Presentation Notes
***(Updated 2021( table updated only.), Which other area expansion do we want to present). Here we have a table of biomass estimates by area for both legal and mature.  The biomass estimates are adjusted using the most recent mark/recapture estimate from the survey area( shown in bold) with a recommended exploitation rate for each area.  Personal use harvest is incorporated based on the Juneau Area personal use fishery and the last column is the resulting commercial GHL for each area.  As you can see the total harvestable surplus is below the 200,000 lb threshold.  Look at what we used last year
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